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All We’d Ever Need Is One Another 
 
All We’d Ever Need Is One Another is a mixed-media installation which creates images autonomously through 
self-generating techniques: a continuously running “art-factory” operating independently of human input. 
 
The installation self-generates images using two flatbed scanners laying on their side, with scanning surfaces 
pointing at one another. A computer script creates automatic mouse movements, randomizing the settings of 
the proprietary scanning software interface, and beginning a scanning process. 
 
Each newly created image is then analyzed by a series of deep-learning algorithms trained on a database of 
contemporary artworks in economic and institutional circulation. When an image matches an existing artwork 
beyond an 83% match, it is “validated as art” and uploaded to a dedicated website, twitter, and instagram 
account. Occasionally, high ranking matches are printed live at the gallery using a large format printer. 
 
Playing on notions of technological automatization, the agency of objects, cultural consumption, and the 
economics of artistic production, the installation acts as a golem-like assemblage, continuously and mindlessly 
self-producing without regard for human spectators. 
 
“These images I describe are created by two desktop scanners directed at each other, reading the way light hits 
the glass on their counterpart, the way light emanates from one to the other. The two scanners are fixed one in 
front of the other, but movement is built into them and reflected on them. They mirror the light conditions in 
the room where they are set: when you see an abstract pictogram, you could be looking at the moon. Or at the 
strip of light in one of the scanners. They make landscapes that meld the site and the tool.” - Orit Gat, excerpt 
from exhibition essay.  
 
allwedeverneed.com 
twitter: @allwedeverneed 
instagram: @all_wed_ever_need 
 
The full essay by Orit Gat is available here  
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All We’d Ever Need Is One Another (Trio) 
 
 
All We’d Ever Need Is One Another (Trio) is a mixed-media installation which creates images autonomously 
through self-generating techniques: a continuously running “art-factory” operating independently of human 
input. 
 
The installation self-generates images using three flatbed scanners laying on their side, with scanning surfaces 
pointing towards one another. A computer script creates automatic mouse movements, randomizing the 
settings of the proprietary scanning software interface, and beginning a scanning process. 
 
Each newly created image is then analyzed by a series of deep-learning algorithms trained on a database of 
contemporary artworks in economic and institutional circulation. When an image matches an existing artwork 
beyond an 80% match, it is “validated as art” and uploaded to a dedicated website and twitter account. 
 
Playing on notions of technological automatization, the agency of objects, cultural consumption, and the 
economics of artistic production, the installation acts as a golem-like assemblage, continuously and mindlessly 
self-producing without regard for human spectators. 
 
Continuing from the original work All We'd Ever Need Is One Another (2018, now part of the Permanent 
Collection of the Musee d'art contemporain de Montreal), the Trio version expands the scale and scope of the 
work, creating a larger variety of randomly-generated images and comparing them to an expanded institutional 
and commercial database. While the original version relates strongly to the practice of Modernist 
paintings, Trio extends itself in reference to an equally large body of work in the realm of experimental 
photography. 
 
allwedeverneedtrio.com 
twitter: @allwedeverneed3 
 
instagram: @allwedeverneed_trio  
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Landscape Past Future 
 
 
Archival pigment prints. 2019. 
Variable dimensions. 
 
Situated in an era of abundant access to digital images and imminent environmental collapse, Landscape Past 
Future proposes a re-thinking of landscape paintings through the lens of data-aggregation technologies. 
 
Each image is created through aggregation of pixels from existing landscape paintings and photographs from 
the permanent collections of major Museums. Using custom software and machine learning techniques, 
groupings of pixels are “mosaicked” from the original artworks onto a new canvas, creating images that reveal 
both specific details of historically significant works as well overarching statistical features. 
 
In these new, original works, the underlying pastoral associations are reconstituted within a digital realm of 
preservation: a virtual simulacrum in dialogue with our present witnessing of a disappearing natural world. 
 
Concept, development, and realization: Adam Basanta 
 
http://adambasanta.com/landscapepastfuture  
 
 


